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INTRODUCTION & PURPOSE 
 

Welcome! 

Congratulations on making one of many smart choices that will 
make creating your bathroom project a success.

It’s likely, as you begin reading this, that you’re somewhere in the 
dreaming, thinking, or planning process for a bathroom remodel. 
It’s also likely, that you may not be completely clear how you’re 
going to get from here to there, while maintaining your sanity, 
and your budget. If this sounds like you, read on. The following 
pages will guide you through some of the major decisions, and 
considerations, in designing a project that your family will enjoy 
for many years to come.

Let’s face it, remodeling typically involves a significant invest-
ment of money and time. And the prospect of getting it wrong, 
and being stuck with something you don’t like, can be downright 
overwhelming. Add in the horror stories you’ve heard about re-
modeling projects gone wrong, and the process can even look a 
bit scary. Luckily, it doesn’t have to be!

This guide will lay the groundwork for the things you’ll need to 
consider, to make your project the perfect fit for you, your family, 
and your budget. Be sure to check out the Additional Resources 
section at the end of this guide for more information to help you 
dig deeper into some of the topics covered here.

Thanks for reading, we hope you enjoy the journey! 

–−  The Bauscher Construction Team



ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
 

We’re a team! 

Through over 40 years in the remodeling industry, we’ve found 
that truly successful projects, and companies, are only possible 
through the efforts of a caring, committed, professional team. 
Like the successful projects we build, this guide is a product of 
the efforts of our team. From designers to carpenters, we’ve  
included the perspectives you’ll need to complete your project in 
a clear and predictable way.



GETTING STARTED

Starting anything is often the hardest part, and this guide will break 
the planning process down into manageable steps, making it easi-
er for you to tackle them one by one. 

START WITH WHAT, NOT HOW.
Too often we find that homeowners discouraged because they 
cannot “see” how to accomplish what they want to accomplish. 
Our advice, stop trying for right now. As crazy as that might sound, 
it will free you up dream about what you’d like to have when the 
project is complete. In the words of Stephen Covey, “begin with 
the end in mind.” 

As you think about about your current space, start thinking about 
what you hate. Yes, we said hate. It’s typically easier to start with 
this list because it’s staring you in the face every day. Is your bath 
too small, too outdated, lack storage? Go ahead, have yourself a  
little gripe session and jot down what you come up with. 

Whew, feel better? 
Now let’s think about that list and start dreaming up the list of 
things you’d like in your new bathroom. Remember, don’t wor-
ry about whether you think it is or isn’t feasible. For now, just jot 
down what you’d really like to have. More storage, space for two 
people to get ready for work, a bigger shower, etc. Go ahead, have 
some fun and dream a bit. The design process that follows will help 
you narrow the list down, but don’t hold back at this point. 



HI, WHAT’S YOUR STYLE?

FINDING YOUR UNIQUE STYLE
You know what you like when you see it, right? So why is it so hard 
to explain it when someone asks? Styles, like so many other things 
in life, are not easily categorized. In fact, if you’re like most people, 
your taste probably spans across several categories. 

Check online and you’ll find plenty of design quizzes meant to help 
you find your style. While these can be fun to play with, remem-
ber, they’re trying to fit you into a preset design style that may or 
may not represent what you love. And guess what? You may not fit 
neatly into any specific box. Chance are, you like a bit of a mixture 
of two or more styles. Maybe you like traditional cabinetry but more 
contemporary furnishings. So now what?

Fortunately, finding your unique style can be easy and fun using 
some easy technology tools that are free and at your fingertips. 
Houzz and Pinterest are the best known tools but there are many 
available. For the sake of this guide, we’ll focus on Houzz since it’s 
our teams preferred tool.

First, grab a cup of coffee or a glass of wine and go to the Hou-
zz website, (www.Houzz.com) to setup a free account. (For more 
information on how to do this, get our How to setup your own 
Houzz Ideabook publication). Once you setup your account, use the 
search or browse feature to start exploring the millions of photos 
and projects, and saving them in your Ideabook. You can start your 
Houzz search by viewing some of the the beautiful projects in our 
Houzz Galleries. Start your search in a simple way by searching for 
something like contemporary kitchen, or traditional bath. As you 
get a feel for it, start making more specific searches like furniture 
islands, or modern backsplash tile. Remember, in this first pass of 
exploration, don’t try to overthink why you like a particular image or 
product. If something catches your eye, save it, you’ll go back later 
to review and edit your findings. When you’ve accumulated a good 
sampling of things you like, it’s time to move on to step two. 



Next, start going through the pictures you’ve saved in your Idea-
book, and use the tools in Houzz to make notes on the images of 
what it is you like about each one. Don’t be afraid to delete ones 
that don’t appeal to you on a second look. While this is a time to 
be little more critical of the images you’ve saved, still be aware 
not to overthink it.  If you like an image but can’t really put your 
finger on why, don’t dismiss it, something in the mood or feeling 
is speaking to you and you’ll want to keep that in your collection. 
Now the final step. Take a look at the big picture of what you’ve 
collected. Look for commonalities and themes in the images 
you’ve saved. Do you tend to like painted cabinetry? How about 
dark floors versus light? Do you prefer bold colors and contrast or 
more monochromatic spaces? Noting these themes will help you 
determine the overall design flavor you like as well as parts and 
pieces that make it possible.

With the work you’ve put into discovering your unique style now 
saved in a convenient Houzz Ideabook, you’ll find it very simple 
to share your Ideabook with your designer, so they can help you 
craft your own personal space and style.

LEARNING NEW LANGUAGE
Sometimes as you work on something you’re unfamiliar with, like 
architectural styles, it can be helpful to understand some of the 
vocabulary or the meaning of some of the terms being used. To 
help with that, we’ve listed a few of the more widely used styles 
below, along with some of the things that define each of the 
styles.
 
Farmhouse - Features wide sinks, open shelving, classic flooring, 
large table, warm and homey, spacious, old-fashioned range, clas-
sic flooring, hardwood, black and white tile flooring, vintage ac-
cents (pitchers, pottery), fireplaces, apron-front sink, freestanding 
cabinetry (maybe a different color than the rest of the cabinets),
 
 
 



Modern - Features frameless cabinets, sleek/simple hardware, not 
much stuff on the counters, flat-panel cabinet door style, c-chan-
nel hardware, tubular pulls or flat linear pulls, few or simple pat-
terns, glass backsplash, focus of natural horizontal grain of oak, 
focus on horizontal lines, consistency in style of accent pieces, 
industrial elements, concrete floors. 
 
Traditional - Features details, arches, decorative moldings, cor-
bels, raised-panel cabinets, antique finishes, furniture like fea-
tures, architectural details, island legs, framed and raised panel 
cabinets, moldings, chandeliers, furniture-style cabinets, glazed 
and antique cabinet finishes, mixed door styles and finishes, 
decorative moldings, luxury countertops (marble, light granites, 
quartzite, ornate lighting, custom stove hoods, backsplash niches 
and ledges, hutch style cabinets
 
Contemporary  - Features very sleek, more playful than modern, 
including elements of other styles, cutting-edge, the current times 
new style, cutting-edge appliances, old materials used in a new 
way, concrete or glass countertops, expensive options for back-
splash, glass tile or glass mosaic, oversized tile, new gadget stuff, 
pop-up hidden outlet, dramatic lighting, mix of materials and 
shapes and scale, whimsical lighting, 
 
Transitional - Features warmth of traditional, but the clean lines 
of contemporary, crisp cabinetry, natural surfaces, avoid ornate 
counter edges, avoid ornateness in general, streamlined tile, 
simple accents, avoid fussy displays or clutter, natural materials 
against manufactured ones, neutral colors, lots of texture, 
 
Craftsman  - Features rich woods, built-in, handcrafted tiles, sim-
ple, warm, thick with wood, clean-lined cabinetry, simple lighting, 
built-in seating, earthy colors, hand-crafted tiles, natural stone, 
hardware and fixture with patina, dee fixtures, choose models 
with strong architectural lines, tawny antiqued brass or copper, 
thick oil-rubbed bronze. 



SPACE PLANNING

As the old saying goes, form follows function. After all, what good 
is an attractive space that doesn’t work? Let’s start by asking a few 
questions that should help explore how your bathroom can best 
serve your needs: 

 •   Who will use the bathroom? 

 •    What’s your morning routine? 

 •    What’s the routine of others who will use the bathroom? 

 •    Do you get out to work at the same time or  
      at different times?

 •    If two people use the bathroom, does one get out   
                 much earlier than the other? 

 •   What’s your end of day routine? 

 •   Do you prepare for bed at the same time  
      or different times?

 •   Are there any accessibility considerations now,  
      or to be prepared for? 

 •   Do you intend to stay in your home long enough to        
                 consider universal design elements? 

 •   What kind of storage needs do you have? Linens, etc.?

The answers to the above questions will be a great start toward 
determining the functional considerations of your space. With this 
information in hand, our experienced designers will be able to 
help you craft a space that works seamlessly with your life. 

Choices, choices….

The following sections will cover many of the finish choices you’ll 
make in the process of designing your project. We’ll touch on 
each, and before you feel overwhelmed, remember, a profession-
al designer will be there to assist you along your journey.  



FLOORING

Tile. Well, that was pretty easy wasn’t it? 

While tile is the flooring of choice in most bathrooms, and for 
good reason, don’t count out some of the other options in those 
situations where it makes sense.

If the bathroom you’re working on is a Powder room, or one that 
doesn’t get heavy bathing use, hardwood flooring can be a great 
choice. In many cases the hardwood can flow directly into the 
bathroom from adjacent rooms and lend a warmth that’s miss-
ing in most tile. Contrary to what many people think, hardwood 
can be used in bathrooms with showers and bathtubs. However, 
additional care must be taken to ensure wet towels and bathroom 
rugs are not left on the floors when they are damp. Water evap-
orates off of hardwood flooring very well, but when trapped by a 
rug it will discolor and even damage the hardwood.  

CABINETRY & TOPS

The two biggest questions when choosing cabinetry are, what 
will you put in it, and what will it look like? When it comes to the 
aesthetic question, you can refer back to your Houzz Ideabook 
and the work you did earlier to discover your unique style. Page 
through the images you saved and have them ready when it’s 
time to visit the cabinetry showroom.

To start your thinking about the kind of storage you need, take 
a look at what’s in your bathroom now. Make an inventory list of 
what you have now, and what you think you may like to have in 
the future. Just make sure you don’t get locked into thinking that 
things have to be stored as they are today. For now, just make 
note of what you have and what you think you will have. An ex-
perienced cabinet designer will be able to help you explore the 
most efficient options for storage in your new space.



Other aspects of your cabinetry choice to consider are construc-
tion, hardware, and finish. Cabinetry construction consists of the 
materials and assembly methods used in the cabinetry boxes, 
frames and drawers. Plywood sides are generally accepted as be-
ing better than particle board (sometimes called furniture board) 
sides. You’ll find solid wood frames in use in most cabinetry, and 
at most price points, in both stained and painted cabinetry. Wood 
drawers with dovetail construction are the most common in well 
made cabinetry, and will hold up well over time.

Hardware, hinges and drawer glides, are the true workhorses 
of cabinetry. Since these will get use every day, be sure to pay 
attention to the quality and functionality of this important cabinet 
detail. Full extension drawer glides will ensure easy access to all 
of your belongings, and a soft close feature on the doors and 
drawers, may just save your marriage by making sure the doors 
and drawers always close softly and quietly.

CABINETRY FINISHES
The discussion about cabinetry finishes usually starts with a deci-
sion between painted finish or stained finish. Once that choice is 
made, you can start to work through the many options available 
in each. 

Painted finishes offer a considerable amount of flexibility in colors 
and styles, but will tend to show nicks and bumps sooner than 
stained finishes. Stained finishes are also easier to touch up when 
they get that inevitable nick. There are many grades of finishes 
from basic to baked on, so be sure to inquire about the kind of 
finish that is on the cabinetry you consider.



COUNTERTOPS

The plethora of countertop materials on the market can be a 
enough to make your head spin. Granite, quartz, quartzite, mar-
ble, soapstone, recycled glass, and on and on. The choices range 
as much in price as they do in type and material as well, so you’ll 
find yourself balancing aesthetic and performance with budget as 
you try to decide.  

Because granite and quartz are the most commonly used and 
available stone top options, we find a large number of people 
trying to compare and contrast them. For a more in depth discus-
sion on this topic, we’ve provided a link to our Granite vs Quartz 
resource at the end of this guide. For now, here are a few key 
things to know about each. 

Granite:

 •  Natural stone, quarried out the earth

 •  Requires periodic sealer application

 •  Not stain proof, but pretty stain resistant if kept sealed

 •  Heat resistant

 •  Not chip proof

Quartz:

 •  Man made product consisting of approximately 97%      
               quartz and 3% binders. 

 •  Does not require sealer application

 •  Is stain proof

 •  Heat resistant

 •  Not chip proof, but more so than granite

A few other beautiful stone top options available are listed below, 
but this is by no means an exhaustive list. One of the main things 
to keep in mind as you consider stone tops, and the selection of 
your specific top, is that every piece can be different. With the ex-



ception of quartz, you’ll need to visit a countertop warehouse and 
select the specific stone slabs that will be used on your project. If 
you try to select a natural stone product from a small sample, you 
could be very surprised by what actually shows up on countertop 
installation day.  

Soapstone is a beautiful natural stone that takes on character, or 
patina, the more it’s used. It usually has a gray-blue hue that will 
tend to darken over time. Because it’s a relatively soft material, 
it is more susceptible to scratching than some of the other prod-
ucts. You’ll also find soapstone to be on the more pricey side of 
the spectrum as compared to some of the lower level granites 
and quartz materials. 

Granite countertops are a classic in bathrooms and can be the 
perfect statement piece with its unique patters and natural colors. 
It’s easy to see why this is one of the most popular countertops 
to use. You’ll find granite, and most other stone tops, priced in 
levels. Some distributors will level them 1, 2, 3, etc. and some will 
use A, B, C, etc. Both are just ways of separating the stones into 
price categories. It’s important to remember that a level one gran-
ite is not any less durable than a level five. The cost of granite is a 
lot like the cost of any other natural stone; the more rare the color 
and/or pattern, the more expensive it will be. 

One downside to granite, as mentioned above, is that it is sus-
ceptible to staining and requires you to seal it occasionally, usu-
ally once per year. Though it is less likely to scratch than some of 
the softer stones, it can still sustain a scratch or chip under some 
circumstances. 

Engineered Quartz is another very popular countertop choice. 
Since it’s man made the color choices are endless and is great for 
getting that “just right” fit. With no sealers needed it’s truly a zero 
maintenance option, and this can be important in an area where 
things like nail polish remover are being used. 



Marble has a classic and clean look and is very popular for that 
white on white look. Though it is beautiful, it’s one of the softer 
stones and can scratch and stain fairly easily. Sealers are a require-
ment and will be needed more often than a granite or other stone 
tops to keep that beautiful white color. 

Once you’ve settled on the right stone for your bath, you’ll also 
need to chose the edge treatment that’s right for you. There are 
several choices available, and not all edge profiles are available 
for all type material types. Your designer will help you with this 
important choice, as it will definitely need to gel with your overall 
project design. 

Here are a just a few of the edge profiles available: 

Eased edge is a simple cut that will also be one of the least ex-
pensive options. It’s typically one of the standard edges and nor-
mally will not add any additional cost to the top. The eased edge 
profile is basically a square cut, with the corners slightly rounded 
off to prevent chipping and to eliminate the sharp edge of the 
stone. It is by far the most common top edge and will work great 
in modern or traditional bathrooms!

A Bullnose edge profile cuts the stone so that the edge is round-
ed out completely. It is a timeless style and goes great with many 
different styles. Because it has a soft edge all the way around, it’s 
also less susceptible to chipping.  

An Ogee cut is a little on the more ornate side, and goes great in 
traditional style bathrooms. Some stones may not be able to be 
cut in this edge because of how thin the stone edge gets. This 
means it has a higher probability of chipping or breaking at the 
edge as well. 

A Chiseled Edge is on the more pricey end since the edge is 
hand chiseled to give it a rough look and feel. This can be a very 
striking look, but is also not available on all top types. 



BATH TUB OPTIONS

Tubs, the great debate. 

One of the most often asked questions we come across is Do I 
need to have a tub in my bathroom? Like many design questions, 
the answer is It depends. Here are a few things to consider when 
deciding if you should keep or include a tub in your bathroom 
design:

 •  Do you want one? This may seem odd, but if you don’t 

 

 •  Is there a tub in another bathroom within the house?  

 

 

 

So you want a tub, now how do you choose? 
If you like the use of a tub, and wish to include one in your de-
sign, there are many options from which to choose. For starters, 
do you want a tub for soaking only, or are you interested in a 
motorized tub? Soaking tubs come in the same shapes and sizes 
a motorized tubs, but at a lower price. They also do not have any 
electrical requirements, so are less expensive to install. 

want a tub, you should strongly consider not  
including one. 

If the bathroom you’re designing is your Master  
bathroom, and the guest or hall bathroom has a tub, you 
should be fine to eliminate the one in your Master bath 
room if you like. If there it not another tub in the house, 
and your house is one that would be purchased by a 
family with children, you’ll want to think twice before 
eliminating the only tub. 

•  Can the tub be eliminated without making  
   the space weird? 

Some bathrooms were designed around the tub   
with windows that can be hard or expensive to modify 
to accommodate a floor plan without one. Other bath-
rooms would have excessive floor space that will make 
the room out of balance if the tub is eliminated.  



If you’re more interested in a spa-like experience, there are two 
major types of tubs to choose from, jetted tubs and air tubs. Jet-
ted tubs, or known by many as Jacuzzi tubs, have been around for 
a long time, and move water through jets to provide a massaging 
experience. On the upside, these tubs apply more direct impact 
to your body. On the downside, because water moves through 
pipes or tubes, these tubes must be kept clean to ensure they 
don’t grow mildew when not in use.  

Air tubs force air through small holes dispersed throughout the 
tub’s surface. These holes are typically placed around the perim-
eter of the tub near the bottom and provide movement in the 
water in a very uniform manner. The experience is a bit more like 
a traditional hot tub feeling but does not apply direct stimulation 
like a jetted tub. Because no water passes through tubes in an air 
tub, there are no cleaning or mildew concerns like there are with 
jetted tubs.

Ever draw a nice bath, get started on that book, and realized your 
water is getting lukewarm faster than you’re turning pages? Never 
fear, most tub manufacturers offer in-line heating systems in their 
motorized tubs. Expect to pay a little more and you’ll typically 
only find this option available in higher end tub models. 

We’ve only covered the three major categories of tubs here, and 
you’ll find there are as many tub styles and options as there are 
people. So you’re looking forward to a place to sip Chardonnay 
and wind down at the end of a busy week, you’re sure to find 
something that fits the bill. 

If you want or need to include a tub in your design, but don’t 
have the space for a large, oversized tub, never fear, there are 
options for you too. Jetted and air tubs are available in more 
standard sized tubs and well, even when they need to double as a 
shower. 



SHOWER DESIGN

Speaking of Showers.
Nothing has evolved more than the modern shower in today’s 
bathroom designs. From a simple way to bathe, to a truly luxury 
way to unwind, shower design spans an incredibly broad spec-
trum. 

When thinking about your new shower, here are a few things to 
consider:

 •   Who will use the shower? 

 •   Should the shower accommodate more than one user? 

 •   What will the shower material be? Tile? Fiberglass?

 •   Do you want to include, or plan for, any universal de       
                 sign aspects? 

 •   Should the shower have a seat? 

 •   Does the seat need to be big enough to actually sit      
                 on, or do you just need a place to place your foot for      
             shaving or washing?

SHOWER MATERIAL OPTIONS: 
Tile is of course the most common and popular material for show-
er design and construction and for good reasons. Tile is durable 
and provides design limits that are only defined by the imagina-
tion. With the enormous availability of tile shapes, sizes, colors, 
textures, etc., shower design is truly a place to make your unique 
style come alive. Because all tile showers are custom built, there 
is also no limit to the shape and size of your new shower. This 
custom nature also means that amenities like recessed niches and 
custom storage features can be designed in just where you want 
them. (Check out the resource list in the appendix if this guide)  

Porcelain had replaced ceramic as the tile material of choice, but 
there are a large variety of tile materials to choose from including, 
glass, natural stone (slate, marble, etc.), When choosing the right 



tile for your home, be sure to consider maintenance and care. 
Natural stone tiles will requires regular sealers and can be more 
difficult to keep clean, while porcelain tile will never require seal-
ers. Grout is also a concern for many, and the industry has made 
great strides in this arena as well. Standard grouts are still avail-
able, but grout additives and new grout technology has made 
sealers and the concern about staining a thing of the past. 

Solid surface, known by many as Corian, can also make a great 
shower systems. With solid panels on the walls and floor, grout 
is eliminated and sleek wall panel is created. Cultured marble is 
similar in application to solid surface, but is a pre-case man made 
marble product. Neither of these products require sealers, howev-
er, shower shape and size can be limited to what is available. 

Fiberglass and acrylic shower units are very cost effective, easy 
to clean, and a great options where utility, cost, and easy main-
tenance are important. There are many options available that 
accommodate everything from seats, grab bars, barrier free entry, 
etc. Multiple color options exist as well and can be coordinated 
with other bathroom fixtures such as sinks and toilets.

FAUCETS & FIXTURES

Faucets are another place in your bathroom where form meets 
function. The good news is there are thousands of options, the 
bad news is.....there are thousands of options. So how on earth 
do you choose the right one for your project? 

Here are a few decision making tips to consider: 

 •   Start with style, not finish. Earlier in this guide we  
discussed the work of figure out your unique style. Refer back to 
those Houzz Ideabooks and see what themes keep coming up 
and what kinds of fixtures tend to be present. 



 •   Finish: From chrome to gold and everything in be-
tween, the options will begin to come into focus once you’ve 
narrowed down the style. Polished finishes, like chrome, have a 
wonderful elegant appearance, but keep in mind that they will 
show water spots and fingerprints much more than brushed fin-
ished. Whatever finish you pick will also need to coordinate with 
other metal elements in your bathroom like towel bars, shower 
enclosure hardware, etc.

 •   Operation: Do you prefer single lever to multiple han-
dles? Single levers often require just one hole in the countertop 
and lend themselves to a more sleek look. They are also easier 
to operate with one hand and are considered a good universal 
design choice. How about motion activated? I know, you instantly 
thought of this annoying faucets in public restrooms that give you 
a tiny spit of water to wash your hands with didn’t you? Also a 
great universal design choice, and for kids who tend to leave the 
water on, motion actives faucets are becoming a bit more widely 
accepted in the home. 

 •   Water Flow: The Federal Management Act of 1992 
requires all new faucet fixtures to have a maximum flow rate of 
2.5 gallons per minute (gpm), so you don’t get much choice in the 
amount of water the comes through your faucets. That statement 
could be considered a bad thing, but consider this, it’s estimated 
that the average house saves almost 8,000 gallons of water over 
pre 1992 fixtures, and manufacturers have come up with many 
creative ways to deliver the water to overcome the reduced flow 
rate. If you want to go even lower flow, look for fixtures bearing 
the Watersense designation. To achieve this designation the fix-
ture must use about 1.5 gpm or less. The bottom line is to make 
sure you ask about the flow and delivery pattern of the water so 
you’re not surprised when you use it for the first time. 

 •   Maintenance: Thanks to modern clear coats, many 
manufactures offer lifetime finishes, even in lower cost fixture 
options. There are still fixture options in solid metals  like copper 
or solid brass, but keep in mind that you are in for some polishing 
eventually to keep that sparkly finish.



SINKS

I know we’ll sound like a broken record at some point, but the 
number of sinks available for your bathroom are mind blowing. 
Because we cannot cover every sink here, we’re going to dig into 
the functional options for you to consider, and leave it to your 
designer to help you with the right aesthetic choice. 
We’ve decided this short list up into the way the sink mounts on 
or in the countertop. Each mounting style is typically going to be 
available in every style from modern to Victorian, and everything 
in between.
 
Drop-in sinks, as the name indicates, drops in from the top and 
has a rim that covers the hole that has been cut for it. You typical-
ly have a thin portion of the sink sitting on top of the counter top 
all the way around the sink.
 
Undermount sinks mount under the counter and the rim of the 
sink is fixed to the underside of the countertop. This is the most 
popular sink style and creates a very clean countertop surface 
with no sink “lip” to catch dirt. Because it requires some addition-
al labor to mount the sink and to polish the opening that is cut 
in the top, it will be a bit more costly than the drop in style sinks 
mentioned above.

Vessel sinks rest completely on top of the counter and in most 
cases the entire sink bowl is above the counter surface. Some 
models will project partially below the counter and can be used if 
you’re concerned about the sinks top edge being too high. Vessel 
sinks can be very striking visually, but keep cleaning in mind as 
you consider this choice as getting around them can be tricky.

Pedestal sinks are a timeless classic that can be traditional to con-
temporary in design. They are a great solution in Powder rooms 
or small bathrooms where space is a concern. Just keep in mind 
that without a vanity cabinet, you’ll not have any storage below 
the sink. 
 



LIGHTING & POWER

LIGHTING TYPES & PURPOSES
Don’t you just love waking up in the morning, walking into your 
bathroom, and turning on the switch to that bright light that 
blasts you into thinking your in an interrogation room? What a 
great way to start the day! Or....maybe not.  

A great way to start thinking about your lighting is to think about 
it’s purpose, and not all of the lighting in your bathroom will 
server the same purpose. For the best lighting experience, we 
break your lighting design into three major type, general lighting, 
decorative lighting, and task lighting. 

General lighting, as you may have guessed, is designed to get 
you in and out of the space, and provide a comfortable overall 
ambient light. Many times general lighting is provided by a few 
recessed lights strategically placed throughout the room. General 
lighting may also be provided with use of ceiling or wall mount-
ed decorative fixtures, depending on the design and style of the 
light. Difference between general and decorative lighting is not 
the fixtures that are used, but the placement and type of light 
they provide.

Most of the time decorative lighting pulls double duty in a bath-
room as it very seldom exists only for decorative purposes. How-
ever, knowing that a fixture is primarily for decorative lighting 
allows you to choose fixtures with lower or less intense lighting 
power.

Task lighting is designed to provide a more direct, and sometimes 
more intense, type of lighting. This type of lighting may be used 
in a dressing area or makeup area to enable you to perform a 
specific task. A lighted makeup mirror, for instance, is an example 
of a very specific task oriented lighting. Shower lighting might 
also be classified as task lighting since you may only use it during 
shower use. 



LIGHTING CONTROLS & AUTOMATION
Now that you’ve thought though the types of lighting you’ll need, 
it’s time to think about how you’ll control your lighting. Lighting 
controls vary from something as simple switch to a fully automat-
ed and programmable control system, and everything in be-
tween. Want to turn that lighting on with your iPhone before you 
get out of bed, yep, you can do that. There are too many options, 
from simple to sophisticated, to cover here, but we want to be 
sure that you keep this important aspect of your design in mind. 
After all, a simple dimmer can insure you don’t feel interrogated 
every morning.  

YOU HAVE THE POWER
A simple thing like choosing the right place for your electrical 
receptacles can make a big difference in the convenience of your 
new space. As you think about this, it may be a good idea to take 
inventory of the things you use regularly that you plug in. From 
hair dryers and electric razors, to rechargeable tooth brushes, 
make sure to consider all the items that will need a place to get 
power and where the most convenient spot will be. 

SPOIL ME OPTIONS

HEATED FLOORING
One of the most asked for upgrade items today is in-floor heat. 
While there are many different systems and options on the mar-
ket, they all do pretty much the same thing, heat your floor. 
Almost all of them work by placing an electric wire under the floor 
tile, so this is definitely something you have to consider in ad-
vance, as you won’t be able to add it later without removing the 
tile floor. Most systems also come with, or have available, pro-
grammable thermostat/timers that can turn the system on and off 
at a specific time and/or temperature. This allows you to have the 
heat turn on just before you get out of bed, and turn off shortly 



after you’ve finished your morning routine and headed out to 
take on the day. 

While in-floor heat is most often used as a comfort item, it can be 
used to heat an entire room. In fact, most systems have the ability 
to regulate the temperature of the floor or the temperature of the 
air. This can be especially helpful if you have a bathroom space 
that is over an unconditioned area of your home, like a garage. 

HEATED TOWEL BARS
Oh, what could be nicer than a warm towel after your shower or 
bath? Heated towel bars come in many sizes and designs, but all 
of them have the same basic features. They do require electric to 
work, so adding one at the last minute or after finished walls have 
been put into place would be difficult. So be sure to consider this 
option early in your planning process. 

STEAM SHOWERS
A steam shower is a great way to turn your everyday shower into 
a true spa experience. Because these units require a dedicated 
electrical circuit, and a place for a drain to run, they need to be 
considered very early in the planning process. You’ll need a spot 
to place the steam unit where it can be serviced. Sounds must 
also be considered when choosing a place for the steam gener-
ator as they do make some noise when in use. A steam shower 
will also require the use of a shower enclosure that can contain 
the steam, and the installation of tile on the shower ceiling. As 
you can see, steam showers require some planning, so if you’re 
interested in one, be sure to let your designer know as early in the 
process as possible. 

LUXURY SHOWER OPTIONS/BODY SPRAYS
Showering options will likely be considered as you make your 
faucet and fixture selections as discussed earlier. However, shower 
options go well beyond rinsing the shampoo out of your hair, and 
we’ll cover just a few of them here. 



Rain heads are shower heads that typically mount at the ceiling 
and drop water straight down onto you. The water will almost 
always fall, rather than spray, providing a gentle rain of water on 
your head and body.

Unlike rain heads, body sprays propel water out with some ve-
locity to provide a massaging experience. These systems come 
in some pre-assemble options that are part of a larger shower 
system, or in fully customizable options, where the heads are 
placed in the wall in whatever locations work best for the user. 
The more custom the system you choose, the more labor cost you 
will typically add. 

If you’re interested in adding body sprays or multiple heads in 
your shower, the water pressure and flow to your bathroom will 
need to be checked to ensure it is adequate. Many upgraded 
shower systems require larger water lines to deliver enough water 
and pressure to the additional heads. 

NEXT STEPS
Though not every tiny detail was touched, we hope this bathroom 
design guide has made you feel more confident in your bathroom 
remodeling journey. Be sure to check out the Additional Resourc-
es section for more great information that digs deeper into many 
of he topics covered in this guide.  

If you’re ready to get the ball rolling, give our team a call or 
email, and we’ll guide you through the exciting fun of creating 
your unique home. 
 
Ready to get started? Give us a call at 513-576-1601 or go to 
www.BauscherConstruction.com to request a free consultation. 

 
 
 



ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Publications

 Remodeling Roadmap

 10 Questions to Ask a Remodeler

 13 Questions to Ask a Remodelers References

 How to Set Up Your Houzz Account

Videos

 Granite vs Quartz

 Countertop Edge Profiles

 Cabinet Door Styles

 Cabinet Door Finishes

 Cabinet Hardware

 And Project Video Tours!

https://www.bauscherconstruction.com/video-information
https://www.bauscherconstruction.com/remodeling-roadmap-download
https://www.bauscherconstruction.com/10-questions-download-page
https://www.bauscherconstruction.com/13-questions-download-page
https://www.bauscherconstruction.com/blog-cincinnati-remodeling-ideas-research-help/2017/6/15/are-you-using-houzz-to-collect-your-design-ideas



